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About This Game

Far away, lost in another dimension, there‘s a world where human dreams come to life. A land built upon sweet dreams where
Trekkie and her friends live, safe from the bitter monsters inhabiting the dark world of nightmares. But even all the fear and
anguish in the land of the human aren't enough for the nightmare monsters, who are stealing the dreams of Trekkie‘s world,

keeping them hidden while dreams are corrupted and transformed into nightmares. Help Trekkie find their dreams before it‘s
too late!

Features

50+ levels

Charming world with a cartoon, minimalistic style

Retro-inspired 8-bit sound effects and music

Avoid your enemies
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Atleast this game prevent me watching porn.
10/10 having a wet dream.. It has a lot of potential, but definitely could use some tweaking.

Tweaks I'd like to see:

Reduced cooldown time between scare.
Reducing scare meter take away.
Increase scare items pay out.
Reduce scare cost.

I got into the cycle of only being able to scare someone and it would just get give me back what I just lost.. Can anyone help
me? I bought the North London line and Gospel Oak add on but i have no scenarios for the North London line? Why dont i have
them. HELP!. This game has HUGE potential. It had me and my friends laughing like idiots. (Warning: If you're an AMD user
there seems to be some issues right now). Feel free to add me if you're in North America and want to get a game going.. heh you
suckers lowered the price a day before i planned on buying it

anyways
this is a really neat game for 4-- for 2 bucks
the artstyle is pretty cool
the music is a mwah/mwah
the bossfights are interesting except for when i managed to stun the first one into doing absolutely nothing
also screw you ben you suck
and the weapons are super 100% balanced all the way and are pretty fun to switch between
the level design does try to snag you in a few knockback kills but it only ever happens so often if you SUCK which i do not
because i am a pro gamer that is a pro  gamer  at games he gamers at.

er
yeah this is really good for two bucks and i give it a "jumpscare" out of "where the hell is that SOUNDTRACK". I was hoping
for a game like The Binding of Isaac, but I was really disappointed. Incredible difficult, no rewarding moments spoil the fun.

Things that are really bad are, that you autocomplete the levels, even if there is still gold or weapons. Then your hitpoints count
for♥♥♥♥♥♥ as almost all enemies hit you so fast that you insta die. Not to mention that your most effective weapon - the blue
bubbles - damage you as well.
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Did not know what to expect when buying this game, I stumbled across it and was drawn in by the in-game screenshots on the
main page. After downloading the game and starting it up I was greeted by a very poor looking flash cutscene and thought I was
tricked into buying a crap game, this was not the case. After the cutscene you are thrown into a world that is extremely artistic
and creepy. I am not very far into the game mind you, but from what I played I must say I enjoyed very much. My only problem
as stated before are the flash cutscenes, they make the game feel cheap and it ruins the immersion of the game. Other then that I
would give this game a 9.5 \/ 10.. to bad they cant make a puzzle pirates2 or even a dlc type pack either one will put new life
back in this great title. OMG THAT WAS VERY NICE!
Is there any other thing ?
Is that all the story ?
But it worth it.
6/10. Punishes you much too hard for a single mistake and you have to do the same things over and over and over and over and
over again. Especially in co-op, this ruins the fun.

Otherwise a really neat game with cool mechanics.. The break system is rather clunky and feels hard to break in single loco
setting, otherwise the TRAXX series are one of the best european train that are currently serving multiple central european
countries. I rate this DLC 7 out of 10.

Ever since the new Inter City coach update, I approve of this, I'll rate it as 8 out of 10 for now, all outstanding issues are fixed..
Fun little VR puzzle game. I really liked the shrinking room concept and the pressure it added. Only about 10-20 minutes of
gameplay though. I feel like there are comparable VR experiences that are free-to-play, but for $0.99 it's hard to complain.
Recommended if you have some spare cash lying around.. Bought a copy on the official site and played for ~ 20 hrs so far.
Decide to buy another on steam to support the developers.. Great game i love it...fun and relax... Chronology is an interesting
mix of ludic, puzzles whit time travel. I think it’s important to emphasize the flaw of this game, maybe the only one that
bothered me. Chronology show us the lore in a very captivating way, all it’s relation with the time (not only in the story but also
in the puzzles) gives the game a mysterious characteristic of a good storytelling. But this is not the flaw. With a story that hooks
us in its beginning and puzzles following the same quality all we needed was charismatic characters. Well, Chronology also has
it, not only the main character, but his partner (that sometimes took all the attention) Snail, the most cute thing in the game.
Well, the artistic stuff then? No, this is not the flaw; the artistic work is very well done. The only flaw of Chronology is to have
only 8 stages, making the game too short. With all those qualities it’s natural that we would like to play more and more of
Chronology.. very cute, and any 'yuri' media that doesn't sexualize their child protags is a plus from me.
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